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School's long over, and you don't even have a drop of intention to come back? Take a good look at the teachers from Keyhole
Spy: Teachers, and maybe they'll make you change your mind!

Seven sexy teachers are ready to teach you the most interesting lessons. But it's not that easy, of course. First you have to earn
new knowledges!

Impress the hotties with your skills in the match-three game, and then it'll be their turn to impress you!

Exchange messages with the ladies via chatbot and get to know them. Who knows what secrets they can share with you?

Enjoy the lessons in 7 various subjects and find out what's hidden underneath the teachers' forms!
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Let's see if you can unlock all the achievements!

Keyhole Spy: Teachers - don't be late for the most exciting lesson!
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Finished this game in less than 30 minutes and was left bewildered by how it ended.
The game play, that is to say, the matching is horrendously simple. There are many far superior free matching games available
on multiple platforms to warrent this game a relic. You can match 3, 4, and 5 in a row with two simple bonus tiles for the 4 and
5 in a row. That is the whole game explained.
The chat function..... what is that? I spent 15 seconds playing with it and couldn't see the point. Who wants to chat with a manga
girl that cant chat? strange feature.
As I said, I whizzed through the game, that is, without even noticing the manga girls. While you concentrate on one side of the
screen the picture on the other becomes clearer but you cant watch it at the same time as playing, then, suddenly its completed
and asking you to go to the next level.
I bought this for 11rmb. Thats the equivalent of 1 pound or 2 dollars (from the top of my head). It's not worth it for that price
nor any other. Save your money.
Even if the dev put his two games together in one game (which he should have) it still wouldnt be worth buying.
Notice that I didn't mention nudity. I don't really care if these little manga sprites are naked or not but I have to call foul on the
part of the dev for implying that there was nudity when there was non.
If you want nudity go for Negligee.
If you want manga go to youtube.
If you want matching games then get candycrush or any other vastly superior free game.
If you want to waste money then buy this.
In a nutshell, it is a load of crap.. I liked the concept, with the girls being drawn as we progress. But it isn't worth the price : 30
mn to complete the game at 100% ! The dev should also add an option to look at unlocked art in full size.. If you like the idea of
a match three game where you're rewarded with pervy art, you could do worse than this game. The match three aspect is relaxed
and doesn't push a fast pace on you. The art is cute, and uses a creative approach of beginning as basic figure lines and gradually
developing into detailed full colour. Overall not a very long experience, maybe 2h at most.
 There's a "chat" funtion that uses a really basic chatbot, it won't be a contender for the Turing test.

Certainly worth it for the sale price I picked it up at.. The emotional content can be very taxing at times the plot twists and
narrative all point to a higher intelligence.

 I guess when i comes to teachers its a learning curvature..............................7\/10. i like the gsmr. Again Same Rules Apply In
This one But with Teachers Haha Also I did not Realize the Bottom 4 Buttons You can Continue to click on them Non stop To
clear them easily the Levells Makes it Simple. Thats it easy Puzzle Game fun And nice And as always I would Def Recc this to
Anyone who Loves Puzzles and Matching Games.. This is also a Match-3 game in a similar vein to Football Girls: Dream Team.
Only this one has you making matches to basically draw the teacher on a sheet of paper. None of the teachers lose their clothing,
though a few of them\u2026 well, they may not be wearing bras\u2026 The achievements are easily attained by going through
all the girls to completion, with the 100 of a certain tile ones being done during\/after the third to fourth teacher.

Recommend buying in the bundle. There isn\u2019t much more than one or two hours to get through all the teachers.. If you're
looking for a match 3 style game with some mature content, Just get "Mirror" instead. Better gameplay content, Better
progression or story content, Better mature content, Better price, and just more content.

HuniePop is also a good alternative but it also contains a lot more dating simulator style gameplay so a warning to those who
don't like that kind of gameplay.. Very simple tile matching game, with fairly basic artwork.

On the plus side its easy, played to completion in about an Hour and could be done in less. So quick way to get a perfect game.

The downsides, well "Chat" is pretty pointless, there's no nudity, the games overpriced even on sale. Currently there aren't
Steam Cards. There's not enough content for the price.

At a lower price I'd strongly recommend it. On sale I'd recommned it if you like the Store page art.
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Achievements dont count to the steam perfect game count for any of the keyhole spy games. Waste of time.
Lots more reasons to not like this game but there are enough negative reviews to read to get the point. Im not giving this more
time.. Neat little game that I beat in about 30mins. Don't think the chat does anything? I am also not sure what the hearst and
stars do on the pictures of the girls, so maybe I am not done yet? No idea.

Either way, I like that you unlock the picture step-by-step. Makes it quite educating for artists or anybody who wants to know
how anime girls are drawn.
Sometimes the game will set your picture a step back, I assume that's when you take too long for a turn or too many moves?

Overall, I recommend the game, even if I'd have liked some better sound clips (or none at all) for the girls and the game is sort
of 'expensive' for what you get. Still had fun though. Hot teachers!. The tile matching game is dull. There is no explanation of
the specials which recharge making it overly easy. Notably, once uncovered each girl will chat with you but there is no guidance
on what you can ask or say. Responses seem to be similar with every teacher and quite rando. This game is not worth 50 cents as
it stands. The chat thing could have been fun, but it's a complete dud. I would imagine this critique would apply to all these
"Keyhole" games.. Compared to Keyhole Spy: Student Girls, I like this one more, but it is also meh. It is unique as instead of
ripping their clothes when you fill the bar up, the teachers start as sketches and you get to see the full picture as you advance
through each level. Also in this game, when you beat the last level, you actually restart to the first level instead of the final
teacher. While I beat this game in less than 1 hour, that's mostly because unlike Student Girls, the game gave me a lot of
matching opportunities instead of it feeling like the board shuffles every five moves. However, just like Student Girls, this one
has its flaws.

For example, the tag "Nudity" is a lie. There is no nudity in this game. Additionally, the "Sexual Content" is in game chat which
is still bad and feels very pointless as it did in Student Girls. Also matching 4, 5, 6, etc. icons together do the exact same thing.
At least add some variety like other games like this do.

Overall, like the other game Student Girls, get it on sale as you would probably be like me and beat both games in less than 2
hours.. + graphics
+ from simple sketch to final art

- music setting not work, everytime reset to default
- just 7 girls
- chat
- price. I finished in 40 minutes.

A simple match-3 with the art building from lines, to sketch, to outline, to colored in as you get further long with each game
board. The game play is slow, so if you're used to other games that match, remove, and drop new tiles in a flash, bring your
patience to this one.

Bought it on sale bundled with Keyhole Spy: Student Girls for 3.74 USD. Considering it only took 40 minutes, that's still not a
good price.. Took me 27 minutes to complete the game.
A cute little match 3 game where as you puzzle, the drawing to the right will progress to become this anime girl.
I always found anything within the puzzle & match 3 genre to be relaxing, but this one had minor annoyances to me.

~ I can't slide the pieces, I have to click the one I want to move and click where I want it to go.
~ You can't pause. So you have to complete the puzzle or go to the main menu screen.
~ I turned off music in the main menu screen, but once I clicked "Play", it turned back on again. And since I couldn't pause and
click "settings" which most games would allow you to, I had to tab out and mute the game as a whole.
~ Little content, achievements came quite easy (which is a curse and a blessing).

To me, based off of all the puzzles I have done in the past, this gets a 5\/10.
I wouldn't buy it again if I had the option.
But it's nice to waste time or gain achievements.
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